North Macedonian Centre of ITI

The North Macedonian Centre of ITI is inviting you to watch online

**Trailer and Video Theatre: Destination: Skopje - Gabrovo / 100 Hours ongoing premiere**

1. **Trailer**
   Destination: Skopje – Gabrovo (Railway station: Life is Wonderful directed by Tea Begovska)
   Link to watch: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjN3I9G3x_I&t=4s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CjN3I9G3x_I&t=4s)

   **Video Theatre**
   Destination: Skopje – Gabrovo (Railway station: Life is Wonderful directed by Tea Begovska)
   Link to watch: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3CSiGwyIic](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O3CSiGwyIic)
2. Trailer
Destination: Skopje - Gabrovo (Railway station: The Star of Bethlehem directed by Ianka Apostolova Baskar)
Link to watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kpcDHdWLMAM&t=1s

Video Theatre
Destination: Skopje - Gabrovo (Railway station: The Star of Bethlehem directed by Ivanka Apostolova Baskar) Link to watch: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNC7ljiqXbM

A new project by North Macedonian Centre ITI/PRODUKCIJA in collaboration with SPAM Studios, Bulgaria, 2020. **Project:** Destination: Skopje - Gabrovo! (Inspired by Moscow - Petushki by Venedikt Yerofeyev) **Team:** Ana Bateva (co-producer, dramatization), Tea Begovska (director), Kiril Doncov (actor), Apostolova Baskar (co-producer, director, visual dramaturg, translator), Mihailo Apostolov (video/sound design), Vesna A. Brishkoska (photography). **Support:** City of Skopje, Ministry of Culture of the Republic of North Macedonia, SPAM Studios Bulgaria. **Acknowledgements:** ZOO Skopje, Skopje Railways (Skopsko pole) **Facebook Page** click here.
Short Synopsis 1. Episode
Destination: Skopje - Gabrovo, (Railway station: Life is Wonderful directed by Tea Begovska)
Introducing Kiril Yerofeyev, a character in the video theatre episodes: Destination: Skopje - Gabrovo. His name is Kiril Yerofeyev, and he is an intellectual, lucid type, has no courage in life - has courage in literature, an alcoholic. (Project: Destination: Skopje-Gabrovo). Kiril Yerofeyev is like a buffalo - lonely and trapped inside himself. // Kiril Donchov is so very talented and convincing as Kiril Yerofeyev, which (almost) frightens us! //Kiril Yerofeyev wants peace of mind like this leisurely duck, tranquillity without the effect of cocktails with vodka and cologne. Today Kiril Yerofeyev is dead drunk, and the seal is wondering, why? // Waiting for Godot to Gabrovo! // Pathetic lucidity - Kiril Yerofeyev missed the train for Gabrovo! //Kiril Yerofeyev - his soul is like a polar fox; his body is like a lynx in a cage. Kiril Yerofeyev has a deep sadness attack. All roads lead to the train to Gabrovo, dear Kiril Yerofeyev.

2. Episode
Destination: Skopje – Gabrovo (Railway station: The Star of Bethlehem directed by Ivanka Apostolova Baskar)
1. If I get alive, and if God is merciful. // 2. But the question is, what should I drink in Your name? Damn! / 3. Kiril Yerofeyev lost in Bethlehem! // 4. "Through the torments of the Sveti Nikole, through purification in Shtip, through the thunder in Strumica - towards the light and towards Gabrovo." // 5. Kiril Yerofeyev in front of Lord of the Rails! // 6. Mix vodka with cologne, there is a whim in that, but there is no pathos! // 7. But to drink a glass of "Canaanite balm" cocktail, in it there is a whim, and an idea, and a pathos, and besides, there is an allusion to metaphysics. // 8. Exactly so, because the one who drinks the cocktail awakens vulgarity and dark forces. How many times have I seen that thing! // 9. "Mom!" I say, and I cry. And then again: "Mom!" I say, and I cry.
Someone else, who is stupider, will sit like that and cry. And me? //10. But if one does not want to trample on the order of the world, let them follow the pigs together with the "Canaanite balm" and the "spirit of Geneva." // 11. He who drinks the only vodka keeps his sanity and good memory or vice versa, he suddenly loses both. // 12. What is most beautiful in the world? The struggle for the liberation of humanity. // 13. Did you manage to write at least something? Anyway, for now, it is enough for you ... // 14. Kiril Yerofeyev lost in Skopsko pole!
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